Computer-aided diagnosis of lumbar disc pathology from clinical lower spine MRI.
Detection of abnormal discs from clinical T2-weighted MR Images. This aids the radiologist as well as subsequent CAD methods in focusing only on abnormal discs for further diagnosis. Furthermore, it gives a degree of confidence about the abnormality of the intervertebral discs that helps the radiologist in making his decision. We propose a probabilistic classifier for the detection of abnormality of intervertebral discs. We use three features to label abnormal discs that include appearance, location, and context. We model the abnormal disc appearance with a Gaussian model, the location with a 2D Gaussian model, and the context with a Gaussian model for the distance between abnormal discs. We infer on the middle slice of the T2-weighted MRI volume for each case. These MRI scans are specific for the lumbar area. We obtain our gold standard for the ground truth from our collaborating radiologist group by having the clinical diagnosis report for each case. We achieve over 91% abnormality detection accuracy in a cross-validation experiment with 80 clinical cases. The experiment runs ten rounds; in each round, we randomly leave 30 cases out for testing and we use the other 50 cases for training. We achieve high accuracy for detection of abnormal discs using our proposed model that incorporates disc appearance, location, and context. We show the extendability of our proposed model to subsequent diagnosis tasks specific to each intervertebral disc abnormality such as desiccation and herniation.